FORTIGUARD LABS SERVICES & BUNDLES

INTRODUCTION

Today’s threat landscape is complex and dynamic. The sheer volume, velocity, and sophistication of threats are constantly increasing. Cyber threats emerge every moment of every day. The highly commercialized cyber-criminal ecosystem constantly changes its attack tactics and techniques. Whether it’s a ransomware family, cryptojacking malware, phishing campaign, targeted attack, exploiting an infrastructural vulnerability, or another cyber threat—organizations must constantly be prepared to defend against something new at all times.

Digital transformation requires an integrated defense. Today’s increasing connectedness is driving the need for protection across the broad attack surface—from the endpoint to the cloud, across the OT and critical infrastructures, to the ever-expanding IoT products and platforms. Today’s operational environment is complicated and companies need to consolidate their security tools and services in a manner that delivers real-time updates and proactive protection at machine speed and scale, and with extreme accuracy.

Intelligence helps you counter attacks. The more you know, the better positioned you are to protect and defend yourself. FortiGuard Labs multilayered portfolio of products and services allows us an unprecedented view of the global threat landscape. Every day we process and analyze well over 100 billion security events. This gives us a unique perspective on real-time activity around the latest threats, tactics, and targets and allows us to respond fast enough to protect and defend our customers. The outcome of our research and intelligence is delivered as subscription services and bundles for Fortinet security products.

FortiGuard services and bundles cover the realm of protection needed to effectively address the complex and evolving threat landscape. All our service bundles include our unparalleled Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) service. Our Advanced Malware Protection service includes cutting-edge protection capabilities that defend against known and emerging threats: Antivirus, Botnet Coverage, Content Disarm & Reconstruction, FortiSandbox Cloud, IP/Domain Reputation, Mobile Security, and Virus Outbreak Protection Service.

BUNDLE BREAKDOWN & VALUE

FORTIGUARD ADVANCED THREAT PROTECTION (ATP) BUNDLE:
The FortiGuard Advanced Threat Protection (ATP) bundle provides the foundational security essential to protect and defend against known and unknown cyber threats. The ATP bundle includes the robust set of services needed for core protection capabilities, providing real-time intelligence and detection to safeguard your business.


FORTIGUARD UNIFIED PROTECTION (UTM) BUNDLE
The FortiGuard Unified Protection (UTM) bundle is our traditional Unified Threat Management security bundle. The Unified Protection bundle extends threat protection across the entire digital attack surface, providing industry-leading defense against sophisticated attacks. The UTM bundle has you covered for web and email-based attacks. The UTM bundle delivers the best package available for a unified threat protection offering.

The FortiGuard Advantage:

- FortiGuard processes over 69 million websites every hour, providing up-to-the-minute reputation and categorization.
- Prevent malicious downloads and browser hijacking attacks with top-rated web filtering (VBWeb Verified).
- Improved email productivity through superior spam prevention validated with third-party independent testing (VBSpam + Verified).

FORTIGUARD ENTERPRISE PROTECTION (ENT) BUNDLE
The FortiGuard Enterprise (ENT) Protection bundle is designed to address today’s advanced threat landscape. The ENT bundle consolidates the comprehensive protection needed to protect and defend against all cyberattack channels from the endpoint to the cloud. It includes the technologies needed to address today’s challenging OT, risk, compliance, and management concerns. The ENT bundle offers the most comprehensive protection overall.


New Enterprise Value:

- “Through 2022, at least 95% of cloud security failures will be the customer’s fault” (Gartner)¹

Solution: CASB — Provides visibility, compliance, and security for cloud-based applications

- “93% of cyberattacks could have been prevented had routine scans and patches been implemented. Data hygiene is critical” (Online Trust Association)²

Solution: Security Rating — Security Rating provides continual assessment and visual feedback of your security posture and provides best-practice recommendations

CONCLUSION
FortiGuard Labs offers comprehensive protection packages that consolidate our product offerings, designed to effectively address today’s complex and dynamic threat environment. Our bundles offer the services and tools needed to provide protection across the digital attack surface. FortiGuard Labs bundles are the most economical way to purchase the robust security services needed to successfully address today’s highly sophisticated threat landscape. Leveraging our services and bundles, you receive unrivaled best-in-class detection and protection effectiveness, validated through independent third-party certification testing.